ABSTRACT. For a sequence of vector states on the Boson Fock space which are norm convergent on the Newton-Wigner local algebras, conditions are given which guarantee norm convergence on the relativistic local algebras also. These conditions are verified for the cutoff physical vacuum states of the P(4>)2 field theory, and yield a simplification of the proof of the locally normal property of the physical vacuum in that theory.
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ABSTRACT. For a sequence of vector states on the Boson Fock space which are norm convergent on the Newton-Wigner local algebras, conditions are given which guarantee norm convergence on the relativistic local algebras also. These conditions are verified for the cutoff physical vacuum states of the P(4>)2 field theory, and yield a simplification of the proof of the locally normal property of the physical vacuum in that theory.
1. Introduction. In the C*-algebraic approach to the P(<f>)2 quantum field theory, the existence of a physical vacuum is established by first studying the ground states a> of the space cutoff Hamiltonian H(g). The states <og ate Fock space vector states, so that &>g(A) = (Qg, AQg), where Qg is a unit vector in Fock space. It is then shown that <og lie in a norm compact set of states on each of the local algebras generated by the Newton-Wigner fields [3] , [6l. Thus a sequence of g's can be picked out converging toward 1 such that the corresponding states o>g converge in the norm on the Newton-Wigner local algebras. In this paper we present a simplified version of an argument due to Glimm and Jaffe [3, Chapter 41, which shows that this sequence of vector states also converges in norm on the relativistic local algebras. This argument is based on the fact that operators in the relativistic local algebras can be approximated by operators in the NewtonWigner local algebras in a topology which is stronger than the strong operator, topology, but weaker than the norm topology. The topology is defined by a norm which is weaker than the usual operator norm, and the approximation is uniform in a way made precise in hypothesis (*) of Theorem 2.1.
The fact that the sequence of <og converges in norm on the local relativistic algebras implies that the limiting state at is locally normal, and thus defines a locally normal representation. By using this fact and the fact that the cutoff Hamiltonian H(g) locally defines a correct dynamics, it can be shown that the dynamics is implemented by a strongly continuous unitary group in the representation defined by co, and the existence of the Hamiltonian for the limit theory follows.
The details of this construction are in [3].
2. The general theorem. We will not consider the question of how states on the Newton-Wigner fields shall be identified with states on the relativistic fields, but simply assume that the states in question are vector states, given by the same vector on both types of fields.
The notation is as follows; we indicate in parenthesis what the concepts correspond to in the P(<p)2 theory.
? is a separable Hilbert space (~ Fock space).
{?I°!n is an increasing sequence of type I factors on ? (~ local algebras of Newton-Wigner fields).
SI is a von Neumann algebra on ? (~ a relativistic zero time local algebra).
21^ is a weakly dense sub*-algebra of 21. Proof. Let ( > 0 be given. Let P' be the spectral projection of Nn corresponding to the spectral interval [0, 196e~2d~l/2], and define P = R"P"-Since l -P < (2d^2Njl% it follows from assumption 1 in the theorem that cojl -Pj <c2dx/2/l96. Since all the projections Pn commute we have that / -P = / -IIP < 2 (l -P ), where the last sum is defined as in Lemma 2.2. Thus, by the n n -n n monotone convergence theorem,
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Define positive linear functionals of {•) = co (P • P). Then for x e $(?):
Thus, as states on
Define Pn = H^=x Pn 6
We need other approximations to a) defined by of" ( • ) = <u_(P_ • P_). To estimate lie/" -<uf II we observe as before that for
Since we have that
which tends to zero as n -»00. Thus, as linear functionals on ÜH?):
(2>2) lira ll^m" -^tll " °' uniformly in m. We make a sharper version of (2.3). Assume n > m. Since 21° is a type I factor, there exists a tensor product decomposition ? = 31 ® 3^ such that 21° « SBO^)® /y2, see [2] . Since II£=1 Pfc € 21° and n£="+I P^ e 21°', it follows that nLl Pk = ÖJ® /j "T^+l P* = ' ®Ö2 for projections Qj, Q2 on 3^, 3F2, and thus P = Q.® £),. Since E (x) e2I°, it is a y eSBfJ.) suchthat x = y ® /. Thus
(2.5) llp«E*W^j, II ^ 5~ 2|cllxll for * e ^ and » > ro.
We are now ready to prove the theorem. Let x e 21^, and assume m < k. We approximate co fx) by <t)**(Em(x)):
The last estimate follows from (2.1), (2.4) and (2.5). By hypothesis (*) of the theorem, m can be chosen such that 8~2Km <e/7. By (2.2), k > m can then be chosen such that ||<u*.-<4*||8_2K<e/7 for all i. Thus:
for k>m and m large.
Thus, for large m:
Thus it follows from hypothesis 2 that |<af(x) -o{x)\ <(\\x\\ for all x e 2Irf provided i, / is large. By Kaplansky's density theorem [2] this is still true for all x e 21, and the theorem is proved.
We now prove the two lemmas needed in the proof of Theorem 2.1. Proof. Let e be the orthogonal projection onto the closure of the range of B. Then ea -ae, thus ||AE X AE|| < ||A X A||, and it is enough to prove ||BE X BE|| < ||AE X AE||, i.e., we can assume E = /. Then A-1 exists as a selfadjoint operator and A_1B < /. Thus, for X eSH?):
||B X B|l = HBA-M X aa~lb\ < HBA-^lflA X AUflA^flU < ||A X A||.
3. Application to P(cp)2. Let ? be the Fock space over L2(R!) (see [4] for explanation of the terms in this chapter and the results mentioned in the introductory remarks); let a(x) and a*(x) be the usual (configuration space) annihilation and creation bilinear forms, and let <p0M = 2" 1/2(A*(x) + a(x)), n0(x) = iT 1/2(A*« -a(x)). Since 2n exp(-m0|n|/4 -l) < «> this last infinite product converges, and the lemma follows.
